Executive Summary
JOURNEY LEADER
Description:
The support, direction, and content that a mathematics leader needs is here. JourneyLEADER is the
highest level of access on the Journey online platform. Journey provides teachers with a growing
repository of detailed weekly trainings, but with access to JourneyLEADER, leaders gain access to
additional leadership resources as well as continual access to all Pam Harris online workshops.
Having access to every workshop allows leaders to both gain a K-12 perspective as well as to guide
and oversee their team members who are also taking an online workshop. In addition to the normal
Journey online community, teachers with JourneyLEADER also gain access to a special leaders only
group.
REGULAR JOURNEY CONTENT
Week 1: FOCUS ON A CHALLENGE: An inspirational video that challenges teachers to refocus
on one particular aspect of their teaching for the month.
Week 2: PROBLEM STRING: Problem Strings are a really important Instructional Routine.
Each Problem String training comes with a video of an expert teacher in a real
classroom facilitating the Problem String, a detailed explanation of the mathematics
and structure of the Problem String, a guide to the teacher moves important to
the expert teacher.
Week 3: MAKING REAL MATH HAPPEN: These videos instruct teachers in the high-leverage
where every student has access and can participate in the learning at hand.
Week 4: LIVE Q&A: Pam Harris, K-12 education expert, hosts a live one hour Q&A session.
CONTENT SPECIFIC TO JOURNEY LEADER
•

Leader-only live Q&A with Pam Harris, K-12 education expert, focused on leader questions.

•

Leader-only Facebook group where participants are encouraged to pose questions and
support one another.

•

Continual Access to all Pam Harris Online Workshops (normally priced at $347 each)

REGISTRATION

with the promise of more to come.
For more information, or to register for JourneyLEADER, visit:

HELPING YOU become the math leader you want to be
! MathIsFigureOutAble " PamHarrisPinterest
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